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Exploiting Human Perception for Adversarial Attacks 

It has been widely observed that deep neural networks are susceptible to 
adversarial inputs. For instance, with a small perturbation added to images, the 
image classifiers make completely wrong decision[1].

Attackers usually attempt to corrupt images to fool image classifier without causing 
human suspicion. The commonly used methods for generating adversarial 
perturbation is to minimize the L2-distance.

However, the requirement of inconspicuousness to humans may not be 
automatically satisfied by merely minimizing the L2-norm to the inputs.
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Objectives
• Better visual quality: Perceptual Loss (PL) in the hard-label black-box attack 

setting for better perceptual quality.
• Novel feature distortion metric: Perceptual Loss (PL), a metric of low-level 

image feature distortion based on human perception. 
• Robust classifier of low-level features: unsupervised classified edge, texture, 

and smooth area with pixel-level distinction. 

Methodology
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With the total distortion amount (L2) comparable, our method can smartly change 
noise distribution to improve human perceptual quality, which is also verified by our 
human perception evaluation. 

1. Human perceptual system
– A quite sophisticated system
– Image resolution, object types, image contrast, and etc.
– Somehow related to spatial frequency (e.g., JPEG image compression)

2. Image features
– Visual sensitivity of the human eye and image features is relatively clear 

and well-studied 
– More sensitive to the low-variation features instead of edges and ridges 
– Divide the low-level features into three categories: smooth areas, edges, 

and textures 

3. Refined feature classification
– Fourier-Argand (FA) filter, an efficient and optimal pattern detection 

algorithm
– Use edge pattern to compute pixelwise FA response 𝐹𝐴($)
– Sparsity function 𝑔 𝑥!,# to characterize the sparsity of FA response
– Classify image feature based on FA response  and local sparsity

4. Perceptual loss

Experiments

• 50 image pairs from ImageNet validation dataset 
• Sign-OPT and Boundary Attack to attack three neural networks: Inception, 

ResNet-50, and ResNet-101 

• Two alternative forced choice (2AFC) test 

Conclusion
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